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In the present study a novel method is introduced to detect meaningful regions of a gray-level noisy images of binary
structures. The method consists in generating surrogate data for an analyzed image. A surrogate image has the same (or
almost the same) power spectrum and histogram of gray-level values as the original one but is random otherwise. Then
minmax paths are generated in the original image, each characterized by its length, minmax intensity and the intensity of
the starting point. If the probability of the existence of a path with the same characteristics but within surrogate images is
lower than some user-specified threshold, it is concluded that the path in the original image passes through a meaningful
object. The performance of the method is tested on images corrupted by noise with varying intensity.
Keywords: surrogate data, optimal paths, fuzzy connectedness.

1. Introduction
Recognition, description, classification, and grouping of
patterns are tasks frequently arising in a variety of disciplines such as biology, medicine and computer science.
Given a pattern, its recognition can be formulated in one
of the following ways (Watanabe, 1985):
(i) supervised classification, in which the input pattern
is identified as a member of a predefined class,
(ii) unsupervised classification, in which the pattern is
assigned to an a priori unknown class.
In the former case the classes are defined by the system
designer, while in the latter the classes are learned during
the operation of the recognizing system based on similar
patterns. The four best known approaches to pattern recognition include:
(i) template matching (Brunelli, 2009),
(ii) statistical classification (Fukunaga, 1990),
(iii) syntactic matching (Fu, 1982),
(iv) neural networks (Ripley, 2008).
Each method of pattern recognition has its advantages and drawbacks and, to date, no single method delivers
the best result for an arbitrary input image. In fact, what

means “the best” depends even on the data that have to
be extracted from the analyzed image. No matter which
of the above listed methods is chosen, it must be trained
using an appropriate training set before being applied to
classify unknown patterns. The performance of a classifier strongly depends on both the number of training samples and their diversity. A proper choice of the training set
is always a very delicate issue which influences the future performance of the classifier. Poor performance and a
poor generalization ability of a classifier can result from
both too small or too large the size of the training set. In
the first case the number of features can be too large in
relation to the number of training samples. In the second
case the classifier may become overtrained, that is, too intensively optimized on the training set.
In this study a novel approach is proposed to detect
patterns in images. The features extracted from an analyzed image are tested against surrogate images, which constitute the set of training samples. In contrast to other pattern recognition methods, the choice of this training set is
a well-defined procedure. Each surrogate image is a randomization of the original one but shares some features
(like the gray-level histogram and the power spectrum)
with it. The generic flow-chart of the proposed patternrecognition system in depicted in Fig. 1. The user specifies
features that will be computed for subsets of each surrogate image as well as classes of the subsets that would
be considered. Then probability density functions for the
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features values are estimated from surrogate data in the
course of training. In the testing step, feature values are
computed for subsets of the original image. Subsets are
marked as meaningful if feature values are computed, that
are sufficiently rare in surrogate data.
Training
Input: an original image

so defined must be high enough to be exceptionally rare
in randomized images. Adopting the presented approach,
one avoids to some extent the difficult problem of image
denoising before object recognition (Buades et al., 2005).
The concept of fuzzy connectedness is described in Section 3. The application of surrogate data method to object
detection is described in Sections 4 and 5 and some experimental results are presented in Section 6.

Generate a surrogate image

2. Background on surrogate data methods

Update the histogram of feature
values
No

Sufficient
number of
surrogates?
Yes
Output: histogram of feature values

Testing
Input: list of image regions

Compute feature value for an image region

Is the feature value
sufficiently rare in
surrogate data?

Mark region as nonrandom

No

Yes

Yes

Are there any other
regions within the
image?

No
Output: list of non-random image regions

Fig. 1. Flow-chart of a generic pattern-detection procedure, utilizing surrogate data.

The presented approach is motivated by the surrogate data method (Theiler et al., 1992; Schreiber and
Schmitz, 2000) used in the analysis of time series. This
method is reviewed in the next section. To test the presence of non-random patterns, fuzzy connectedness (Udupa and Saha, 2003) was selected in this study to quantify
the strength of connectedness between image pixels. Existing fuzzy connectedness-based approaches to segmentation are, however, interactive—seeds must be specified
to launch segmentation. In contrast, the presented approach is a non-interactive one. Fuzzy-connected components
are extracted from an analyzed image by specifying a single parameter, related to the probability of the occurrence of some random patterns in surrogate images. In that
way the detection of an object becomes similar to human
perception—the content of an image is compared with some model of randomness without referring to a separate set of training images. Fuzzy connectedness of objects

The surrogate data method was developed to test the presence of nonlinearities in time series data (Schreiber and
Schmitz, 2000; Theiler et al., 1992). Nonlinearities in observed signals can exist because the system generating the
signal may include nonlinear components. Therefore imprints of this nonlinearity would persist in the signal in the
form of non-trivial patterns, characterized by some features. Before the existence of patterns is concluded, the least
interesting explanation for the observed “nonlinearities”
should be, however, excluded. Namely, it can be possible
that the observed patterns come from a distortion of an
originally linear stochastic signal by a nonlinear measurement procedure. Surrogate data testing attempts to find
a basic explanation that cannot be ruled out based on the
data.
In order to systematically exclude simple explanations for the observed patterns, formal statistical tests were developed. If a task involves the analysis of time series, the null hypothesis may, for example, state that the
time series was generated by a Gaussian linear stochastic
process. In an attempt to reject the null hypothesis, the
probability is estimated that some parameter taken on the
observed data is equal with some precision to the value
actually measured. The probability density function of the
measured parameter is known only in exceptional cases,
but it can be estimated by a Monte Carlo resampling technique, a method known in the nonlinear science literature
as the method of surrogate data.
As an example consider the simplest null hypothesis
that the data consist of independent draws from a fixed
probability distribution. Although in the case of time series analysis this hypothesis is not a very interesting one,
gray-level intensities of image pixels are commonly assumed to be independent identically distributed random
variables. Surrogate data for such a null hypothesis can be
simply obtained by randomly shuffling the measured data.
If significantly different correlations are found in the original and in the shuffled data, then the null hypothesis can
be rejected.
The method of surrogate data tries to impose the desired structures onto randomized data. The weak point of
the method is that the set of null hypotheses is limited because imposing arbitrary constraints onto otherwise randomized data can be intractable in a general case. The-
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re are a few classes of null hypotheses described in the
surrogate data literature, but here the most interesting and
still computationally tractable one is considered—the hypothesis of the rescaled Gaussian linear process.
The rescaled Gaussian linear process null hypothesis
states that deviations from the normal distribution are due
to the action of an invertible, static measurement function.
An appropriate method of generating surrogate data in
this case—the method of iteratively refined surrogates—
works as follows. Let |Sk |2 be Fourier amplitudes of the
original data s0 , s1 , . . . , sN −1 , defined as
2
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 1 N

i2πkn/N 
|Sk | =  √
sn e
 .
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2
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n=0

Let ck be a copy of the original data sorted by magnitude. At each iteration step (j) one has a sequence
(j)
{rn } that has the correct distribution of values as ck and
(j)
a sequence {sn } that has the correct Fourier amplitudes
(0)
{|Sk |2 }. One can start iterations with {rn } being a ran(j)
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It can be proven that the iteration is attracted to a
(j+1)
(j)
fixed point rn
= r n and for finite N the fixed point
is reached after a finite number of iterations (Schreiber
and Schmitz, 2000).

3. Optimal paths
The 4-neighbourhood of a pixel p contains by definition
pixels which share an edge with p. A path P (p, q) between
p and q is a sequence of n > 1 pixels (p = p1 , . . . , pn =
q) such that any two successive pixels of the sequence are
adjacent, according to the assumed neighborhood relation.
Fuzzy connectedness of pixels p and q is defined as
in the work of Rosenfeld (1983). For two selected pixels p
and q there are multiple possible paths connecting them. A

maximum gray-level value along some path P (p, q) is denoted by CP (p, q). Then the fuzzy connectedness C(p, q)
is equal to the minimum of CP (p, q) over all possible paths connecting p and q, that is (Rosenfeld, 1983)


C(p, q) = max CP (p,q) .
(5)
P (p,q)

A path P (p, q) such that gray-level intensities at all
its pixels are not lower than C(p, q) is called an optimal
path. According to that definition of optimal paths, pixels
contained within objects of interest are connected by relatively dark (low gray-level intensities) paths.
The procedure evaluating C(p, q) is based on Dijkstra’s algorithm (Cormen et al., 1990). The definition of
an optimal path can be eventually further elaborated if necessary. An image can be transformed to a graph with pixels being graph nodes and graph edges present between
every pair of neighboring pixels. Then the weights, computed according to some user specified rules, can also be
tied to the edges of the graph, in which case the definition of a path should be appropriately modified. Then, the
computation of an edge weight can be, for example, based on the notion of affinity, reviewed by Udupa and Saha
(2003).

4. Surrogate data for image segmentation
The method of generating surrogate images was directly
based on the iteratively refined surrogate method for time
series. The original power spectrum was eventually filtered before using it in the surrogate data generating procedure. Butterworth and Gaussian filters were applied to
filter the power spectrum and the width of the filters was
a user-adjusted parameter. Varying the width of the filter between the limiting values 0 and infinity is a means
of interpolating between pure iteratively refined surrogates and pure random shuffling, respectively. At the output
of the surrogate generating procedure an image was obtained with the histogram of gray-level intensities identical
to that of the original image and the power spectrum equal
to the filtered power spectrum of the original image. The
pseudocode of the surrogate generating procedure is presented in Fig. 2 for 2D implementation.
In surrogate images the spanning trees of optimal paths were generated for every root pixel such that its graylevel intensity was in the range from ILOW to IHIGH .
Optimal path construction was abandoned whenever the
length of the path became larger than L. Generally, ILOW
was equal to the minimal gray-level intensity within an
image and IHIGH was equal to the maximal gray-level
intensity. In all experiments we have, however, chosen
IHIGH smaller than the maximal gray-level intensity within an image but higher than the maximal gray-level intensity expected for the objects of interest (assumed, according to the adopted definition of an optimal path, to
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Input:
1. 1D array data containing Nx*Ny gray-level values of the original
image sorted in ascending order;
2. 2D Nx x Ny real array amplitudes, containing a filtered power
spectrum of the original image;
3. 2D Nx x Ny complex array r, with zero imaginary entries and real
entries taken from data in random order.
4. error tolerance ε
Auxiliary variables:
1. 2D Nx x Ny real array angles;
2. 2D Nx x Ny complex array s;
3. 2D Nx*Ny x 3 real array dum;
4. Real number err.

Main loop:
While ( err > ε )
Calculate FFT of r
For each complex entry r[i][j] of r compute:
1. angle φ of r[i][j], set angles[i][j]=φ
2. amplitude a of r[i][j].
3. Increase err by |a-amplitudes[i][j]|
For each complex entry s[i][j] of s set:
1. Re(s[i][j])=amplitudes[i][j]*cos(angles[i][j])
2. Im(s[i][j])=amplitudes[i][j]*sin(angles[i][j])
Calculate inverse FFT of s (then, for all i,j, Im(s[i][j])=0) and:
1. Insert Re(s[i][j]), i j to dum[N*i+j][0], dum[N*i+j][1] and
dum[N*i+j][2], respectively, in random order;
2. Sort dum in an ascending order using dum[*][0] as the key.
For each i,j set:
1. Im(r[i][j])=0;
2. Re(r[dum[N*i+j][1]][dum[N*i+j][2]])=data[N*i+j][0].

Output :
Surrogate image = r

Fig. 2. Pseudocode of the surrogate data generating procedure.
Input and output images are rectangular matrices with
Nx rows and Ny columns.

be dark on a bright background). Setting IHIGH in this
way is not a limitation of the model because IHIGH needs
not be carefully tuned. Choosing IHIGH smaller than the
maximal gray-level intensity within an image is primarily
a way of saving computational time. L can be set to the
length of the longest path which can be generated within
an image, which is simply equal to the number of image
pixels. In all experiments we have used smaller values of
L, of the order of a few dozens, that is, a typical size of
the objects of interest. The pseudocode of the procedure
generating optimal paths is presented in Fig. 3.
Based on the constructed optimal paths, an extended
histogram H(ISTART , D, IEND ) was computed. The value of H(IST ART , D, IC ) was equal to the number of pixels connected by an optimal path of length D and fuzzy connectedness equal to IC to some seed pixel with
gray-level intensity equal to ISTART . Each histogram entry H(ISTART , D, IC ) defines the conditional probability
PISTART ,D (IC ) that a path of length D, starting from a pixel having the gray-level intensity equal to ISTART and
such that the gray-level intensities at all path pixels do not
exceed IC exists in surrogate data.
A sample image and cumulative probability values FISTART ,D (IC ), calculated from the histogram
H(ISTART , D, IC ) corresponding to different values of
ISTART , D and IC , are presented in Fig. 4. The gray-level

values of the image span the range from 100 to 230. The
gray-level values of the dark elongated structures to be detected are lower than 160, but a lot of noise artifacts can
also be found within this range of intensities. The size of
the image is 128×128 pixels and the length of the structures is larger than about 20 pixels. It follows from the figure
that the probability of the existence of an optimal path of
length 20 and fuzzy connectedness equal to 155, starting
from a pixel with gray-level intensity 125, is very low (less
than 0.001) and approximately 50 % of optimal paths of
length 20, starting from seed pixels with gray-level intensity 125, have fuzzy connectedness lower than 180. This
means that if a path of length larger than 20 pixels can be
found in the original image such that gray-level intensities
of all pixels of the path are below 155, the path is almost
certainly a non-random object.

Input:
1. 2D Nx x Ny integer array image, containing a surrogate data image;
2. 3D L x G x G integer array histogram, with all entries set to 0.
Auxiliary variables:
1. 2D Nx x Ny integer array d
2. 2D Nx x Ny integer array m
3. 2D Nx x Ny integer array t
4. 1D integer array ns of G elements
5. 1D integer array ne of G elements
6. 3D G x * x 2 integer array Q
7. integer M
8. integer N, is, js, in, jn, 0  i  Nx, 0  j  Ny
For every ILOW  image[i][j]  IHIGH do:
Set:
1. all entries of d, m, ns, ne, Q to zero
2. N=1
3. M =image[i][j]
4. Q [M] [0] [0]=i
5. Q [M] [0] [1]=j
6. m [i] [j]=1
7. t [i] [j] = image [i] [j]
8. ne [M]=1
While N > 0 do:
1. is = Q [M] [ns[M]] [0]
2. js = Q [M] [ns[M]] [1]
3. N--, ns [M]++
4. histogram [d[is][js]] [image[is][js]] [t[is][js]]++
5. For every neighbor (in,jn) of (is,js) such that
m [in] [jn] = 0
a. N++
b. m [in] [jn] = 1
c. d [in] [jn] = d [is] [js] + 1
d. if (image[in][jn]>t[is][js]) t[in][jn]=image[in][jn]
else t[in][jn]=t[is][js]
e. ne[image[in][jn]]++
f. Q [image[in][jn]] [ne[image[in][jn]]-1] [0]=in
Q [image[in][jn]] [ne[image[in][jn]]-1] [1]=jn
g. if (image[in][jn] < M) M= image[in][jn]
6. While (ne[M] - ns[M]  0) M++
Output:
integer array histogram

Fig. 3. Pseudocode of the optimal paths generating procedure.
The gray-level intensities of an input image range from 0
to G. The maximal length of the analyzed optimal paths
is equal to L. In the 3D matrix p, queues of pixels with
identical gray-level intensities are stored. The length of
each queue, corresponding to any given gray-level intensity, can be statically bounded from above by simply
analyzing the entries of the gray-level histogram of the
original image. Each queue is managed according to the
FIFO policy.
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Fig. 4. Sample image (a), surrogate image generated from (a) (b), cumulative probability density functions for paths starting from
pixels with gray-level intensity equal to 125 (c), 140 (d), 170 (e), length equal to 3 (squares), 5 (circles), 20 (triangles), 40
(diamonds), and fuzzy connectedness equal to IC . The cumulative probability density function of the gray-levels distribution is
shown for comparison (solid line).
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5. Fuzzy object definition
The method of surrogate data and, in particular, the values of FISTART ,D (IC ) for different ISTART , D and IC are
used to define significant regions of interest. These nonrandom regions which we are going to detect are composed of pixels connected by optimal paths with lengths,
fuzzy connectedness values and gray-levels of terminating points which are sufficiently rare in surrogate data.
For example, if in Fig. 4(a) an optimal path which starts
from a pixel with gray-level intensity 125, has the length
of 20 and fuzzy connectedness of 135 can be found, then
we can conclude that the path is contained within some
non-random region (possibly consisting of this path only), because the probability of the existence of such a path
in surrogate data is extremely low.
To detect such “non-random” regions of an image the
notion of an α − R subset of an image is introduced in the
present study. For a selected significance level α, the α−R
subset of an image I is a union of paths defined as follows:
α−R


P (p, q) : min FI(p),D(P (p,q)) (C(p, q)),
=

FI(q),D(P (q,p)) (C(q, p)) ≤ α . (6)
In the definition of α − R, I(p) denotes gray-level
intensity at pixel p, D(P (p, q)) is the length of the path
P (p, q), C(p, q) is the fuzzy connectedness defined in
Eqn. (5) and F is the cumulative density distribution function, computed from the extended histogram H. The objects of interest are then defined as the connected components of α − R. The flow-chart of the procedure detecting
the α − R subset of an image I is presented in Fig. 5. This
procedure is to a large extent based on the optimal paths
generating procedure. Because, however, this procedure
creates in fact a spanning tree of optimal paths, in order
to recover significant paths from this tree it is necessary
to store some additional data. In particular, if some pixel
p((in , jn )-th entry of image matrix in Fig. 3) is added to
queue Q after scanning the neighborhood of some pixel
q((is , js )-th entry of image), then a pointer to q is stored in the (in , jn )-th entry of an auxiliary matrix parent.
Then, after detecting an optimal path in the spanning tree,
these data can be used to trace back the path up to the root.
In Fig. 5 the simplest implementation of the a − R region
detecting procedure is given. In fact, significant paths can
be detected and traced back already during the stage of
spanning tree construction. Also, it is not always necessary to trace a path back to the root. Because of the tree
topology of the set of optimal paths, it is in fact sufficient
to trace a path up to the nearest already marked (that is,
belonging to a − R region) pixel.
Clearly, for each α ≤ α one has α − R ⊆ α − R,
that is, the α − R region detecting method belongs to the

Input:
1. 2D Nx x Ny integer array image, containing original gray-level
intensities;
2. 3D L x G x G float array histogram containing calculated
probabilities F;
3. 2D Nx x Ny integer array α-Region with zero entries;
4. a float number α - significance level.
Auxiliary variables:
1. used is the optimal path generating procedure;
2. 3D Nx x Ny x 2 integer array parent.
For every pixel p such that its gray-level intensity I(p) fulfills the condition:
ILOW  I(p)  IHIGH do:
1. Generate spanning tree T of optimal paths with lengths not
larger than L
2. For every pixel q∈ T do:
if ( FI(p ),D(P( p,q )) (C(p, q)) ≤ α )
i. use parent to trace path back up to p
ii. mark each entry of α-Region corresponding to pixels
along the path
Output:
integer array α-Region

Fig. 5. Pseudocode of the meaningful regions detecting procedure.

class of region growing algorithms. In contrast to other
fuzzy-connectedness algorithms, the proposed method needs no seed points to be launched. The novelty of the presented approach results from the fact that each time a region grows, a whole path of pixels is added. The growth
is governed by a single parameter—a float number, which
has a direct interpretation on statistical grounds.
By construction, the α − R region detecting method
is not sensitive to manipulations like contrast or brightness changes or even nonlinear transforms of gray-level
values as long as such transforms are reversible. Indeed,
the surrogate data method has been devised exactly to test
if an observed signal is in fact random but distorted by a
reversible but otherwise arbitrary nonlinear measurement
procedure (Schreiber and Schmitz, 2000; Theiler et al.,
1992). In the next section it will be examined how the proposed definition conforms to real objects of interest, seen
in different classes of analyzed images.

6.

Experiments

The proposed method was applied to the analysis of
gray-level images of binary structures. The performance of the method was compared with the Markov
Random Field (MRF) classifier, implemented in the
ITK library (http://www.itk.org) and available as the
ScalarImageMarkovRandomField1.exe executable file. This implementation of the Markov Random
field classifier requires at input an image containing initial classes, the number of iterations, smoothing factor,
the number of classes and mean gray-level intensities for
the classes.
The first example is presented in Fig. 6. The parameters used for generating surrogate data were as follows:
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ILOW = 40, IHIGH = 130 (this range of gray-level intensities contained 60% of pixels, which is much larger
than the area of the structure), L = 40. In the figure, the
α − R region for α = 0.02 is presented. Initial classes for
the MRF classifier were obtained by simple thresholding
of the original image, using a threshold equal to 125. Two
classes were suggested to the MRF classifier, with means
equal to 95 and 130. The number of iterations of the MRF
classifier was not larger than 20 and the smoothing factor
was in the range from 0.5 to 1.5. For the tested values of
input parameters the proposed method was superior to the
MRF classifier as it better detected thin and bright struts,
present in the network.
The second example of an image of a binary
structure—retinal vasculature—is presented in Fig. 7. The
parameters used for generating surrogate data were as follows: ILOW = 110, IHIGH = 130 (this range of graylevel intensities contained 29% of pixels), L = 40. In the
figure, the α − R region for a = 0.002 is presented. Initial
classes for the MRF classifier were obtained by thresholding the original image, using a threshold equal to 135.
Two classes were suggested to the MRF classifier, with
means equal to 128 and 140, and the smoothing factor was
equal to 0.5. For the presented low noise images (Figs. 6

Fig. 6. High-resolution image of the trabecular bone network
(top-left), initial classes for the MRF classifier (topright), the detection of meaningful regions performed,
using the developed procedure (bottom-left) and the
MRF classifier (bottom-right).

and 7) it was sometimes advantageous to filter the power
spectrum, before generating surrogates. After the filtering,
surrogates were generated at smaller computational time
(the convergence of iterative refining was faster). Generally, there was no difference between results obtained using
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Fig. 7. Image of retinal vasculature (top-left), initial classes for
the MRF classifier (top-right), the detection of meaningful regions performed using the developed procedure
(bottom-left) and the MRF classifier (bottom-right).

either a Gaussian or a Butterworth filter.
The next example, a computed tomography image of
a trabecular bone network, is presented in Fig. 8. The parameters used for generating surrogate data were as follows:
ILOW = 90, IHIGH = 170 (this range of gray-level intensities contained 35% of pixels), L = 40. In the figure,
the a − R region for a = 0.005 is presented. Initial classes
for the MRF classifier were obtained by thresholding the
original image, using a threshold equal to 170. Two classes were suggested to the MRF classifier, with means equal to 150 and 185. The number of iterations of the MRF
classifier was not larger than 20 and the smoothing factor
was in the range from 0.5 to 1.5. The next example, a micrograph of a DNA filament, is presented in Fig. 9. The
parameters used for generating surrogate data were as follows: ILOW = 50, IHIGH = 130 (this range of gray-level
intensities contained 63% of pixels), L = 40. In the figure,
the a − R region for a = 0.0001 is presented. Initial classes for the MRF classifier were obtained by thresholding
the original image, using a threshold equal to 107. Two
classes were suggested to the MRF classifier, with means
equal to 90 and 130. The other parameters were set as in
the previous examples. In both cases the proposed method
yields clearly better results than the MRF classifier.

7. Discussion
In the present study a novel method of pattern analysis was
proposed. Although there can be various explanations for
what a pattern is, generally it is viewed as the opposite of
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Fig. 8. Low-resolution computed tomography image of the trabecular bone network (top-left), initial classes for the
MRF classifier (top-right), the detection of meaningful regions performed using the developed procedure
(bottom-left) and the MRF classifier (bottom-right).

surrogate images, one may try to find features which differentiate random images from images containing patterns
to be detected.
In this study, gray-level noisy images of binary structures were analyzed and fuzzy connectedness was selected
as the feature indicating the presence of objects. The method was not devised for some specified type of noise. The
adopted randomization procedure assures that an original
image is compared with a random image with the same
noise characteristics. It follows from experiments that the
real strength of the proposed method lies in detecting meaningful regions in images of such structures, especially
the ones strongly corrupted by correlated noise. The choice of the computed feature follows from the apparent importance of the concept of fuzzy connectedness for human
perception. The generic fuzzy connectedness procedure
is, however, interactive (the selection of some seed points is required) and outputs fuzzy connectedness values,
which are relative numbers depending, e.g., on brightness.
In contrast, the developed procedure requires no seed points and operates on absolute values—probabilities.
Finally, the method presented in this study is also
motivated by the arguments originating from the theory of
percolation (Stauffer and Aharony, 1994). Surrogate images are randomized versions of an original image. If there
are patterns like gray-level runs of some specific value and
length, they would almost certainly disappear in randomized images. If, nevertheless, such gray-level runs are observed in an original image, they are with high probability
non-random, possibly meaningful objects.
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